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            Why is it important? 

!  Creates a resource that helps community members see how Ewing maintains a 
sustainable economy, values the environment , and promotes social 
opportunity.  

!  Asset mapping will aid in creating connections between members or groups  
within the community. 

!  It will help identify area’s of the community that are in need of improvement. 

    



Sustainable benefits for the environment 

!  Provides people with access to services provided by Ewing on proper waste 
disposal. 

!  Provides a starting point for looking at the environmental assets in Ewing, and  
organizes the ones that can be developed for more frequent and consistent 
use. 

!  Allows for tracking of environmental improvement within the community over 
time. 

!  provides community members with information about local opportunities to 
indulging in nature, such as walking or biking trails, or parks. Intrinsically 
increasing their value within the community.    



What is a Community Asset? 

!  A community asset is anything that can be used to improve the quality of 
Community life. This is the definition according to The Community Toolbox.  

  Types of Community Assets 
!  People- Prominent members and or leaders of the community 

!  Places- parks, libraries, religious institutions, trails, recreational facilities 

!  Services-education buildings, government services, support groups 

!  Businesses-Large or important local employers  



   Benefits of Community Asset  
 Mapping 

!  Provides a compact and easily accessible resource for new members of the 
community.  

!  Will benefit incoming college students about the opportunities in Ewing. 

!   Provides inventory of services, businesses and activities Ewing has to offer. 

!  Will assist in tracking and guiding community development and growth. 

!  Will enrich peoples understanding and respect for Ewing and ultimately 
mobilize citizens into taking initiative to use or improve these resources.   

!  Will Foster community collaboration and pride. 



Our approach  








